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Labor markets and employer-employee relationships changed dramatically at the onset of the COVID-19 

pandemic, accelerating underlying US labor force trends. Millions of Americans lost jobs, voluntarily 

left the workforce, or retired in the span of just a few months. Even more transitioned to previously 

uncommon work-from-home (WFH) arrangements. Both consumer demand and labor demand have 

recovered to pre-pandemic levels in many industries thanks in large part to aggressive fiscal policy by 

the federal government and monetary policy by the Federal Reserve.  
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Conversely, labor supply remains depressed by 

1.8% relative to February 2020,1 giving workers 

signif icant leverage in shaping the future of 

work. Survey results from both employers and 

employees illustrate shif ts in labor market 

equilibriums across the United States that will 

raise total wages, strengthen regional job centers, 

and provide workers with increased WFH flexibility 

going forward. 

Labor shortages are now the defining aspect of 

the post-COVID economy, accelerating the tight 

labor market trend seen in many U.S. industries 

prior to the pandemic. A combination of health 

and safety concerns, US demographics, early 

retirements, personal stimulus, and extended 

relief programs have helped suppress labor 

supply following the initial March 2020 pandem-

ic-related employment collapse. The total U.S. 

labor force is down 2.9 million workers since 

before the pandemic,1 exacerbating preexisting 

labor shortages caused by decreased interna-

tional migration and the retirement of the large 

baby boomer demographic. Manufacturing is an 

extreme industry example- nearly one-fourth 

of the manufacturing workforce is 55 or older, 

contributing to a labor shortage trend as older 

workers retire at a disproportionate rate.2 

1 Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Analysis by Beacon Economics using February 2020 and August 2021 data.

2 Dowell. “Connecticut Case Study: Attracting Skilled Manufacturing Workers a Challenge as Aging Baby Boomers Retire.” 

US Census Bureau. Published November 17, 2020. Retrieved from: https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2020/11/

manufacturing-faces-labor-shortage-as-workforce-ages.html

3 Kaplan, Atkinson, Dolmas, Giannoni, and Mertens. “The Labor Market May Be Tighter than the Level of Employment 

Suggests.” Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas. Published May 27, 2021. Retrieved from: https://www.dallasfed.org/

research/economics/2021/0527

On top of shor tages caused by changing 

nationwide age structures, an additional 1.5 million 

retirements beyond expected are attributed 

to the pandemic.3 This labor market exodus 

has accelerated wages across all income levels. 

Businesses can expect wages to remain high as 

the pandemic has fundamentally shifted labor 

market equilibriums by decreasing labor supply 

for the time being. 

https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2020/11/manufacturing-faces-labor-shortage-as-workforce-ages.html
https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2020/11/manufacturing-faces-labor-shortage-as-workforce-ages.html
https://www.dallasfed.org/research/economics/2021/0527
https://www.dallasfed.org/research/economics/2021/0527
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While increased wages certainly help employers attract and retain laborers, more workers have now 

been exposed to the WFH environment for an extended period — and many love it. Among those 

who transitioned to WFH during the pandemic, the time and money saved simply by eliminating daily 

commutes has proven a valuable employment benefit. Workers now spend a significant amount of the 

time saved from cutting commutes (approximately 30 minutes daily for an average worker in select 

counties4) on leisure, family, and household upkeep — all considerable factors in general happiness and 

quality of life. Despite this transition, worker productivity has proven durable outside of office settings. 

Total U.S. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is still below the pre-pandemic trend but above pre-pandemic 

levels, indicating a near-complete V-shaped economic recovery as COVID-driven supply shocks (rather 

than general economic damage) become less relevant. 

Source: Barrero, Jose Maria, Nicholas Bloom, and Steven J. Davis, 2021. “Why working from home will stick,” National Bureau 

of Economic Research Working Paper 28731. July Data.

4 The FRED Blog. “How much commuting time are we saving by working from home?” Federal Reserve Economic Data. 

Published on October 1, 2020. Retrieved from: https://fredblog.stlouisfed.org/2020/10/how-much-commuting-time-

are-we-saving-by-working-from-home/ 
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Aside from saving employees time and money, WFH provides some societal benefits. A massive 40.9% 

of total 2018 California greenhouse gas emissions were transportation-related.5 Commutes make up 

the largest share of passenger vehicle emissions, so simply cutting the number of commutes workers 

make in a week leads to improved emissions figures and decreased environmental and health care ex-

ternalities. Businesses that decide to keep variations of WFH going forward will contribute to improved 

air quality in California.

On average, employees enjoy WFH and wish to maintain at least some form of decreased in-office 

presence. Employee preferences are not evenly distributed, however, as different employees place a 

unique value on in-person interaction versus at-home flexibility. Employers face a conundrum: how 

can they best attract and retain employees with such diverse preferences regarding WFH, even within 

the same industry and job? The two extremes represent the lion’s share of worker preferences: 22.4% 

of workers want to work exclusively in-office, 31.2% want complete and total WFH, and 46.4% prefer 

varying in-between hybrid models.  

Source: Barrero, Jose Maria, Nicholas Bloom, and Steven J. Davis, 2021. “Why working from home will stick,” National Bureau 

of Economic Research Working Paper 28731. July Data.

5 “2020 California Green Innovation Index.” Next 10. Published in 2020. Retrieved from: https://www.next10.org/sites/

default/files/2020-12/2020-california-green-innovation-index-final_0.pdf 
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WFH increased dramatically during COVID, 

jumping from 5.5% of all working days in 2019 to 

25.3% in early 2021. However, surveyed employers 

anticipate these figures to fall to a new equilibrium 

of 14.6% of all working days. Notably, this is sig-

nificantly lower than the preferences of workers, 

with over two-thirds of workers expressing desire 

for two or more weekly WFH days (>=40% of all 

working days). Due to existing labor shortages, 

employees have more leverage with regard to the 

balance of WFH days. This discrepancy between 

the expectations of employers and workers is 

already playing out as 39% of U.S. workers are 

prepared to quit if employers are not flexible. 

Among Millennial and Generation Z workers, this 

share is even larger, with 49% prepared to quit.6 

Employers wishing to remain competitive amid 

nationwide labor shortages will need to adjust to 

changing labor markets by ensuring some amount 

of workplace flexibility.

6 Melin, Anders, and Misyrlena Egkolfopoulou. “Employees Are Quitting Instead of Giving Up Working From Home.” 

Bloomberg, Published on June 1 2021. Retrieved from: www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-06-01/return-to-

office-employees-are-quitting-instead-of-giving-up-work-from-home.

7 CBRE. “Spring 2021 Office Occupier Sentiment Survey.” Published Spring 2021. Retrieved from: https://www.cbre.

com/-/media/files/the-way-forward/us-occupier-sentiment-survey-2021/occupier-survey-q2-2021---united-states-

results---final.pdf

While large businesses may be more likely to accept 

changes to work structures, small businesses 

utilize a larger share of office interactions to drive 

business, and therefore may be less adaptive to 

worker demands. Small businesses also have 

fewer administrative hurdles in terms of supplying 

PPE protection, decreasing the administrative 

costs of returning to in-person work. As a result, 

45% of small companies expect their workforce 

to remain, “office based” versus just 7% of large 

companies.7 Because of this less-flexible work 

structure, small businesses will have to increase 

competitiveness in other areas such as wages and 

benefits to continue to attract labor.
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Unfortunately, reorienting business models to grant employees total scheduling flexibility comes with 

downsides. While employers in WFH-conducive industries may be tempted to let employees pick their 

own schedules, there is evidence this contributes to decreased diversity across a company. Certain 

demographic groups are required to work from home more often than others. Women with children, 

often tasked with a majority share of childcare duties, want approximately 50% more WFH days than 

men8, for example. This, combined with existing research on the importance of in-person presence 

in receiving promotions9, suggests companies that allow worker flexibility will unintentionally reward 

worker groups most willing to come to the office, even when productivity remains similar across different 

WFH schedules.

8 Barrero, Jose Maria, Nicholas Bloom, and Steven J. Davis. “Why working from home will stick,” National Bureau of 

Economic Research Working Paper 28731. Published April 2021. Retrieved from: https://nbloom.people.stanford.

edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj4746/f/why_wfh_will_stick_21_april_2021.pdf ),

9 Bloom, Nicholas, et al. “Does Working From Home Work? Evidence From a Chinese Experiment*.” THE Quarterly 

Journal of Economics. Published 2015. Retrieved from: https://nbloom.people.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj4746/f/

wfh.pdf

https://nbloom.people.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj4746/f/why_wfh_will_stick_21_april_2021.pdf
https://nbloom.people.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj4746/f/why_wfh_will_stick_21_april_2021.pdf
https://nbloom.people.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj4746/f/wfh.pdf
https://nbloom.people.stanford.edu/sites/g/files/sbiybj4746/f/wfh.pdf
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Additionally, the long-term impact of COVID-19 on work and labor characteristics is uneven across 

differing industry sectors. Employers expect jobs in sectors highly dependent on the physical presence 

of workers to return to the workplace in numbers approaching pre-pandemic levels. Retail and Wholesale 

Trade, for example, is an industry where employers predict the closest return to pre-pandemic levels of 

WFH days as a percent of total days. Office jobs in Business Services, Information, Finance, and Insurance 

see the opposite; since a large share of this work is completed on internet-connected computers, many 

employees will remain in WFH situations in a more permanent capacity given advances in technology.

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta. “WFH is Onstage and Here to Stay”
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Since COVID significantly increased the ability for 

workers to WFH, and federal government (and 

some state and local governments) provided 

upwards of 80% of households with economic 

stimulus payments, cities saw a large and semi-per-

manent migration of workers to suburban areas. 

U.S. home prices and rents in suburban areas 

exploded, with both posting record year-over-

year price increases as location-flexible workers 

moving to lower cost-of-living areas exacerbated 

preexisting housing shortages. Decades of 

decreased housing supply created the perfect 

powder keg for a large economic shock (similar 

to a global pandemic) to significantly disrupt 

housing costs. How will workers who are moving 

in a doughnut-shaped fashion outward from cities 

impact business locations?

Along with the permanent boost in remote 

work comes decreased demand from individual 

businesses for commercial real estate in 

downtown areas. As an example, a business with 

30% fewer workers in the office on a given day 

might rent 15% less office space for its next lease. 

This effect, spread across entire cities, means 

commercial rents fall and more businesses can 

fit in downtown areas. Commercial leases are 

generally longer than residential leases, making 

them somewhat sticky in the short-term. As time 

progresses and businesses adjust their office sizes 

to the changed number of in-office employees, 

prices in downtown areas should fall. 

Large cities can be prohibitively expensive for 

businesses and their workers. Rents, commute 

costs, and general purchase prices are higher 

in urban areas than suburban areas, as are 

commute costs. Fortunately, these costs can be 

offset by downtown-specific external economies 

of scale, such as comparatively better locational 

infrastructure and decreased supplier costs due 

to proximity. Downtown areas provide notable 

benefits to businesses. 

Increased vacancy rates and softening rents 

will attract new firms, making downtown-spe-

cific benefits more appealing to businesses.  A 

marginal business is indifferent between locating 

within a downtown or suburban area because 

the total costs or benefits of either location is 

equal. An external shift to any significant business 

cost or benefit changes the number of marginal 

businesses wanting to move to a given location; 

and in this case, downtown rents are decreasing, 

which is increasing the number of employers that 

will move to downtown areas. 

This means downtown areas will see an increased 

number of businesses (and employees) in the 

same amount of commercial space over the next 

handful of years. This, combined with WFH trends, 

has significant land-use implications; downtowns 

will become more compact while suburbs grow 

more suburban as businesses density and workers 

move outward from cities. 
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The COVID-19 pandemic has been incredibly disruptive, particularly to the employee-employer 

relationship that drives labor markets. Underlying labor trends accelerated over the last year and a 

half, and workers now have more leverage than ever before in terms of setting their schedules and work 

patterns. Employers need to accept this by adopting some amount of workplace flexibility. Conversely, 

employers should understand that too much flexibility can contribute to unfair workplace reward 

systems, increasing the odds that people who frequently work in-office receive more promotions 

regardless of their productivity. Businesses must maintain structural flexibility, particularly as new 

pandemic developments (such as the Delta variant) threaten to upend rules, regulations, and employee 

preferences. The future of work is now, and businesses need to adapt to remain competitive.  
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